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ABSTRACT

Some of the current and more interesting
problems in the field of boson cpectroscopy are
discussed. In particular, a review is presented
concerning the multitude of reported non-strange
mesons in the 1-GeV mass region as well as a cri-
tique of published works involving K mesons in
the 1- to 1.4-GeV and 1.75-GeV mass region. Al-
though no clear evidence for either exotics or
daughters has yet to be uncovered, the importance
of such searches is stressed and alternate ex-
perimental approaches are outlined. The number
of viable boson SU(3) families has remained
rather static over the past two years. Further
verifications of such conjectures are shown to be
possible from studies of electromagnetic decays
of both pseudoscalar and vector mesons. Finally
the possible ramifications of the new results of
pp annihilations at rest are discussed.

In my talk I will summarize a few of the topics discussed in
the contributed section of this Conference, report on several sub-
jects not discussed but on which people had submitted papers to the
Conference, and in addition discuss several other topics which I
consider to be important: in this field. These topics are noted
below:

1. I • 0,1; S - 0
2. I * 1/2; S ' +1
3. I =• 1/2; S = +1
4. Miscellaneous

a. Possible 3"

H =- l,C0O-MeV bosons.
K mesons 1000-1400 mass region.
K's 1750 mass region.

SU(3) multiplet.
l" states.b. Electromagnetic decays of J

c. Existence of exotics and daughters.
d. pp capture at rest.

I b e g i n w i t h a rev iew o f the 1-CeV mass re i j ion . The X o r
7}'(960) boson , w i t h 1 = 0 decay ing v i a the nodes °

-» Tt+n*Y
•• YY
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has been observed and studied at a variety of energies. To date
the spin parity of this particle has been restricted to the value
of 0" and 2~ from detailed analyses of the three-body Dalitz plots;
Jp = 0" was preferred in all instances with 2" not being completely
ruled out. These detailed properties were discussed by Danburg at
this conference with the additional observation that there were no,
production or decay correlations of the T)'(960) detected with in-
vestigation at energies of 2 and 4 GeV. This is to be contrasted
with such correlations being abundantly visible for finite spin'
particles such as p(75O), u)(785), etc., at a variety of energies.
As such one is forced to conclude that the Jp of X° is 0" and
therefore is indeed a Tl'(960). An additional comment should be
made regarding the n+n"y decay mode — namely all experiments con-
clude that this channel consists of essentially 1007. py. This is
shown in Fig. 1 where the (TT+IT) effective mass for the 2-GeV/c
data (Rittenberg and Danburg) as well aa 4.6-GeV/c data of Eisner
et, al., also presented at this Conference, are displayed, showing
clear p domination of the t&rr spectrum.
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FIGURE 1
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The existence and properties of a possible 6(962) meson have
been controversial for many years. I reported on this same subject
at the first Philadelphia Boson Conference four years ago. At
that time there had been several contradictory experiments with
the CERN MMS experiment-* being the main evidence for the 6(962),
with some supporting evidence from a bubble-chamber study of K~p
interactions. Additional evidence has since been gathered from
further bubble chamber work involving pp and K~p interactions as
well as two counter experiments reported at this Conference. The
status is as follows:

p(MM) "N

V K"p -* E+(1385)6"

U A T I
+ U/ I -

6 ( 9 6 2 ) ' U ATI
) U

* p p -» TT+TT"D°D°(1285)

U

Probably same I • 1

M's consistent

5 MeV

J P -

IT TT

n"p -» N6° - - New Iowa

•h n°T|0 no neutra l signal

TT"P •• N6° M(6) - 9 6 8 + 2 MeV — I l l i n o i s
4

Three separate bubble-chamber experiments, with incoming momenta
=- 4-5 GeV/c, observe a =» 3o 6" •» TfTfo peak recoiling against a
IT*"(1385) in the reactions noted above. There is also some evidence
for the well known D(1285) decaying into TT6 final state in pp an-
nihilations.5 The data presented by the Iowa group has a clear
bump at a mass of =• 960 but is not observed in the total neutral
channel which is difficult to understand if it decayed principally
into TT°T§. A similar type of experiment by the Illinois group at
the same energy but larger t (momentum transfer) sees a clear bump
at a mass M = 968 + 2 MeV at the edge of the available phase space.
The argument is further advanced that this is not the T)'(960) be-
cause the ratio of T|' and <JU(785) cross sections is vastly differ-
ent than expected from previous experiments. It is therefore as-
signed to the 6. The situation is far from clear, the simplest
hypothesis being one state, I » 1, M =- 962 MeV, r s 5 MeV, decay-
ing predominantly into nl), with J * 0 + being the simplest assign-
ment, the Iowa result being an anomaly.

The possible existence of yet another distinct state at a
mass of 953 MeV was also discussed by Eisner at this Conference.
The main justification for such a resonance is the lack of any p
signal in the main M -» TT+TT~Y decay mode. A similar preliminary
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result was presented by Barnes at: the San Francisco APS Meeting
involving TTM -» ppTT**TT~"v" events where a peak in the TT TT""V" spec-
trum was observed at a mass -• 950 MeV with no p content in the
TT IT" cffcctivc-mass spectrum. Both sets of data arc shown in
Fig. 2 where this TT+TT" spectrum is seen to be clearly different
from that from the 1}'(9(>0) previously displayed in Fig. 1. The
Rutgers/Pennsylvania group's investigation of boson states' re-
coiling against He-* in pd reactions is also pertinent to this
discussion. In addition to the well known TT, 7| and w resonances,
an additional bump, ^, was observed with a mass M = 953 "tj; s ̂ e^
which could be associated with the My A summary is given Below.

>K'p-»K'pM ~>j

f U TWT'Y •A py ( Possibly the

M - 953 + 2 r s 10 MeV j same I? JP?

kpd -• He3§ M-953 ^ 5 F * 15 MevJ

In this latter case, since the decay products are not detected,
its differentiation from the *fy'(960) or 6(962) is based on the
mass measurement. The contributions of systematic effects are
presently being re-evaluated and the mass error quoted above is
the published value to date. None of the quantum numbers have
been determined; however, the outstanding property of non-p decay
of the M strongly suggests C « -1.

This mass region may be even richer in resonances than the
above indicates. One such possible new state was reported by the
Iowa group. In fact, there are three experiments pertinent to the
question, as noted below.

Iowa: 2

2./i GcV/c 11"p -> N(MM) t < .0006 GeV

M - 940.7 +1.7 MeV, I" < 10.4 MeV
Illinois:
2.5 GeV/c TT"P -• N(MM) . 2 2 < t < . 3 8 G e V

1 peak 6(968) 2%

2 peaks 6, M2 » 936 + 2.5 MeV.

Imperial College:
TT'P -• N + ( )° excitation Only T)'(960).
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A possible resonance at M = 940 MeV is reported by the Iowa group.
A similar experiment at the same energy but larger t by Illinois
has a missing-mass spectrum fit with a single 6(950) peak with a
X2 probability of 2%, rather adequate. They point out, however,
that this can bo improved by the inclusion of a second resonance
with M =• 936 + 2.5 McV. The experiment performed at the Ruther-
ford Laboratory by a group from the Imperial College investigated
possible boson resonances via their excitation. This approach
has the benefit of rather good mass resolution. They only observe
the T)1 (960). In summary the evidence is conflicting and it would
be comforting to observe the M(9A0) in a manner that does not re-
quire a large number of non-obvious cuts to the data. The in-
vestigation of the 1-GeV boson mass region seems to be ideally
suited to the new generation of mass spectrometers which detect
both recoil and decay particles with high efficiency and resolution.

Evidence for K-type mesons in the 1000- to 1400-MeV region or
in the 1750-MeV region has not been discussed at this Conference
but has been extensively covered at previous conferences. Since
progress has been rather slow in this area as well as being
slightly muddled, it seems worthwhile to review the situation.
To begin with, there is a major prejudice for the existence of two
1 + and one 0 + such K mesons in this 1000- to 1400-MeV mass region.
This is illustrated in the following table.

o4*
K(890)

? Expected M
, 1000-1400 MeV

K(1420)

The JP - 1 " p,K(890) and 2** A~,K(1420) bracket this se-
<|uence of suito.s .uitl thereby restrict the K masses to the mass re-
gion noted above. The expected decay sequence for these K states
is 0 + -* KTT and 1 + -» Kmr. I will first discuss the Kn final state.
The standard method of analysis in this mass region, besides bump
hunting, has been the utilization of the one-particle-exchange
model (OPE) and its variations to study KTT scattering. The cri-
ticism of this method is the same that applies to the study of TTTT
scattering, namely: (a) difficulty and uncertainty of extrapolat-
ing to the pole, (b) question of the applicability of the model
to the data, and (c) ambiguity of solutions. This has been sur-
veyed at length by G. Kane8 at the previous Philadelphia Confer-
ence and will not be repeated here. One notes that the situation
is even worse in the KTT case since the amount of available data it
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more limited. Needless to say, many results have been published
but should be read with the above precautionary comments in mind.
In the case of bumps, a claim for another resonance near the
K( 1420) was made from studios involving the reaction K n -» K n~p
••it 12 CcV/c. Tin: <• I i'i-cL h; one involving .-in obstirv.-iLion of a
cliftorciico iu tin- J.ukson cost) distribution in going from a KTT
mass of 1370 to 1420 McV. This essentially results in a mass shift
of 60-70 McV for |cos9| cuts greater than or less than 0.7. The
criticism of this result is simply that inclusion of interference
with background can easily produce such an effect and has indeed
been demonstrated to occur in the study of the K(1420) in K"p in-
teractions.1" As such this result, which ignored interference ef-
fects, should not be given too much weight. The feeling that
there may indeed be a resonance on the low-mass side of the K(1420)
is quite prevalent generally, mainly due to (KTT) mass plots11 as
shown in Fig. 3. There is a clear mass asymmetry on the two sides
of the K(1420), namely a shoulder on the low-mass side which has
been observed in several experiments. Its interpretation is far
from clear. In summary there is no definitive evidence for a KTT
resonance in this mass region.

The KTTTT case is just as ambiguous. The broad enhancement j
from 1100-1300, the Q bump, is similar in many respects to the ;
Ai(3rt) broad enhancement. Any internal structure, if it exists, :
has' not been deciphered. Exercises involving fitting several i
Breit-Wigner resonances with varying masses and widths can cer- 1
tainly be applied to the broad structure12; however, any conclu- |
sions derived therefrom are very tenuous. Other possible KTITT i
resonances in thi3 mass region are \

K (1240) PP + TKC |

K(1320) n"p [
.i

The Kc(1240) had been uncovered in pp annihilation studies and not
elsewhere.13 I ts existence may be influenced by the difficulty en-
countered in the understanding of the pp reactions at rest, to be ,
discussed at the end of this talk. The evidence for the K(1320)*" ,
is not overwhelming; however, the noted reaction certainly pro- '
vides an adequate way of searching for such states. This is noted Itj
in Fig. 4 where the recoiling Kim (and KTT) spectrum is shown for j
n~p reactions a t 4.5 and 6.0 CeV/c. There i s an excess of events j | ,
in the KTTTT mass spectrum a t 1300 MeV; however, there do appear to ;F
be di f f icul t ies with the K(1420) width as observed in the KTTTT :;
spectrum a t 4.5 GeV/c which are not understood. This does not ex- <|
haust the l i s t of candidate s ta tes in this mass region. These I $.'
consider to be among the more prominent and, in the l a t t e r case, ?;:
provides an ideal reaction for the i r uncovering since i t is devoid I
of diffraction type of phenomena which plague the proton recoil §
reactions. \ §'<
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The subject of the existence of K(175O) resonances contains
similar prejudices as the lower mass K region in that several reso-
nances are expected to exist in this mass region. Again the argu-
ment consists in an extrapolation from the known I * 1 states.

,PC

A3(1640)

p'(1650)?

g(1650)

1 * k

L(175O) -» Kim

K(175O) -• Kn

The simple observation that the I • 1 states have similar
masses would indicate a similar behavior for their I =• % compan-
ions. This conclusion is reinforced from an examination of the
pertinent Chew-Frautschi plots as shown in Fig. 5. Here.the se-
quence 0+, 1", 2 , 3"; 0"+, V", 2"+ as well as 0 " , I*1", 2 " all
require K members at a (mass)2 =» 3 GeV2 if the trajectories are
parallel. From spin parity considerations the 2 , 2" states
would decay via the KTTTT mode and the 1"", 3"" would prefer the KIT
mode. In the Kim category the L(175O) meson has been known for
some time. There has been some uncertainty as to the branching
fractions for the various decay modes; however, there is general

Chew Frautschi Plot of the natural spin parity
meson resonances.

FIGURE S
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agreement as to a substantial uncorrelated Kim mode, non-K(1420)ir
and with a total width of =- 100 MeV." Evidence on this latter
point for a K state at a mass of 1750 MeV with this width was sub-
mitted to this Conference by a Northeastern/Stony Brook collabora-
tion, and the data are shown in Fig. 6. There was evidence prev-
iously reported by a Berkeley group for another possible K(175O)
but decaying wholly into K(lA20)n and with a total width of 300
MeV. Such a state may be analogous to the A3<1650) as reported
here by Ascoli, in that it is broad and does not seem to behave
as a proper resonance.
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There arc three experiments pertinent to the Kn states.
These arc:

Purdue

CERM18

Korku ley

K n

K'p

K+n

-» K n p

-» K*n+n

-• K+n"p

9

10

12

GeV/c

GeV/c

GeV/c

4

2

6

,000

,500

,400

events
events
events

The data for the first two experiments arc displayed in Fig. 7.
They both involve charge-exchange reactions, in contrast to the
investigations which involved the nucleus remaining unchanged. In
the Purdue case there is a clear valley on the high side of the
K(i420) with an excess of events in the 1750-2150 MeV mass region.
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FICURE 7
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The (Ktm) spectrum also shows a clear peak. On this basis the
authors claim a new resonance. On the other hand, the 10-GeV/c
K~p data with approximately one-half the data shows no such effect.
The data from the Berkeley analysis is shown in Fig. 8 where (a)
refers to the uncut data and (b) with a t cut of 0.2 GeV . Again
there is a dip on the high side of the K(1420) with not much sore
that can be said concerning the mass spectrum of the uncut data
except that it is rather smooth. A glance at the Chew-Low plot
indicates the danger of a t cut at ~ .2-.3 GeV2 at this energy.
It effectively cuts off the high-mass end of the spectrum, in es-
sence contributing appreciably to the observed drop. As such I
consider this evidence rather flimsy. In summary, the investiga-
tions of the Kn spectra indicate some irregularities with the
possibility of the existence of one or more states.
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I would now like to discuss an assortment of more specialized
topics lu<{;innLusi with the conjecture of a possible 3~ SU(3) imilti-
plot. 'flu; di:L;ii Is ot such n conjecture were .submitted to the Con-
ference by Graham nnd Yoon of Toronto. The conjectured constitu-
ent members arc

2n

"" r - 150 MeV

I - % K(175O)t^ R*n r - 60 MeV

I - 0 u)(1680) -» pn -• 3rr r - 145 MeV

1 - 0 cp(1820)

The g(1640) and <u(1680) are reasonably well established state*.
The status of the K(175O) was just discussed. This contingent
does nut satisfy the Gell-Mann/Okubo mass formula so the <p(1820)
was adopted, yielding a mixing angle of °" 30°, for which there is
some but poor evidence. Taking the best available numbers for
the widths and branching ratios for the three well known states,
one can then make an SU(3) analysis in the standard way. This was
done for the 3" -» 0*0", 3" -• l"0", and 3 -» 1"1" sequences. The
interest lies more in the predictions than the goodness of fit due
to the uncertainty of the input data. The most interesting aspect
is to detect the various tp(1820) decay nodes Kft(30%), KK (890)
(55%), K*K* (15%) where the total width is expected to be 70 MeV.
Needless to say, much more work is required to firm up the de-
tailed properties of all these states from Jp to widths to branch-
ing fractions before one is comfortable with this SU(3) multiplet.

The electromagnetic decay of 0* and 1" meson states is a sub-
ject of great interest. If one considers a y ray as a U spin zeio
(U * 0) member of an octet, then one can relate the three decay
modes, n° -» YY> "H "* YY and T\' •* yy, with two unknown coefficients.
This formalism is rather well known, so I just note the pertinent
relations below:
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2 | A | 2 3

A_ = -sii\8 A + cosO A 8 *a 10 mixing angle ,-

A , = cos8 A + sin9 A

-• 2 Y

i ( s i n 9 + c o s e

Both the n and T\ widths (lifetimes) h*ve been measured, that for
the Tt° via both a direct detection of the lifetime in emulsions^
(Kn2 decay) and the Primakoff effect,

21 while the 1) width has been
measured only by the latter technique.^ The values obtained were:

rTf>- 2 Y ~ 7 e V

Since the relationship among these rates is quadratic, there are
two predictions for the T|' rate:

rT|' -» 2Y *
 6 0 k e v f o r

360 kev A ^ - 2 0

This latter possibility can be eliminated since I)1 (960) •+ YY/A11
branching ratio i s '-" 27,, ̂ -̂  yielding a predicted total width of
3 6 0 / 2 ta 18 MeV, which is much larger than the 4-MuV upper limit
rupoi ed by several experiments, formally and informally at this
Conference. Therefore the 1)'(960) partial width into the YY final
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state is expected to be 60 kcV via the SU(3) analysis, and it
would be extremely worthwhile to measure this quantity utilizing
the Primakoff effect.

The electromagnetic decay of vector mesons into a pseudo-
scalar and a y ray can be treated in an analogous manner. Once
again, considering the photon as a U • 0 member of an octet, and
applying G (charge conjugation) and U invariance, one can relate
numerous such decays in terms of three unknown constants. Such
an approach has been employed by Gourdin and results in the fol-
lowing relations:

" 0"y

V —
1 •*

with A «

The
below.

Exp'tl
Width

=» 1 MeV

=-.01 MeV

=".l MeV

. 6 + . 3 MeV

( 1 . 1 MeV)

2
3 1 1 L

n A
WQO QQ

(m J 2 - (m
2m 1-

+ C,a A,a +

c o e f f i c i e n t C . . fo r

o

cp-* TJy

ur»i|y

pr*TTY

T|*-»pY

K*°-»R°Y

P"*TlY

C88

/ 3 sinQ,
/3 sin9.
-cosQ.cosO1 o

1 o
I

/ 3 sinOQ

-2

1

/ 3 cosO
o

2 3

J

C81 A81*

a variety

C18

/ 3 cost

T/3 sinC

A88
A18
A81

V(l") -* PS(O")V
8

1

8

of processes axe

»1
(1

-sin9,cosO
1 O

cosO.cosOl o

e -
0

C81

-cosO.sinO
L O

-sinO,uin91 o

/3 cosO

-/3 sine
• 10° 9° -

8

8

1

tabulated

Predicted
Width

.02 MeV

.1 MeV

1.6 MeV

. 2 4 MeV

. 0 6 MeV

. 1 MeV

35°

Since there arc three unknowns, the first three reactions,
namely aP -* jfy (1-MeV width), <p -» n°Y (~ .01-MoV width) and
9 "* TtY (.1-McV width) were used to determine these numbers. The
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2 -3
result Is A18/Agg =-1.5 and A81/Agg =• -4.5 with Agg = (6/<y)xlO
GeV~2. One then can make predictions for the remaining listed
decays and these have been duly noted. A measurement of any or
all of these processes would be very interesting. There is a
qualitative consistency check on the T|' -+ py with several quali-
fications. As noted in the section dealing with the SU(3) discus-
sion of the decay of pseudoscalar mesons into two Y's, present
evidence requires the total V' width to be 3 MeV (60 KeV a (1/.02)).
This in turn, with a knowledge of the T)' -» pv branching ratio,
yields a partial width of 1.1 MeV for this mode to be compared with
the expected 1.6 MeV. This is really an SU(3) consistency check
which would be meaningful if the T)1 total width is indeed measured
to be =- 3 MeV.

Further predictions have already been noted in the previous
tabulation for ,p-» TTY (.1 MeV), cu -» % (.02 MeV) and K*° -» K°y
(.24 MeV) and K v + -• K + Y (.06 MeV). This latter prediction of a
factor of four difference between the neutral and charged electro-
magnetic decay of the K*(892) is a sensitive test of SU(3) since
it arises from the couplings and not front phase space or barrier
factor considerations. Again the method of Primakoff should pro-
vide a means of measuring several of these processes.

Another approach would be to search for processes forbidden
by U-spin considerations. Unfortunately, since only octets have
been observed for the boson category, no such direct tests are
available in this category. However, it is worth noting that this
restriction does not exist for baryons since decimets are clearly
evident which contain U = 3/2 members (i.e. H'c", Y W " , fi~ and A")
which therefore cannot decay into a member of an octet plus a y.
Searches for E"(1530) -• E"y and 2"(1385) -» Z"Y are therefore of
great import.

Any conference dealing with boson spectroscopy would not be
complete without a discussion of the existence of exotics and
daui'lilcru. No such bonu-£id« boson exotic states have been found
to date. In fact, there arc î ven no strong candidates. This is
in contrast to the baryon category, where total cross-section
measurements show some evidence for possible Z* (S •= +1, N « +1)
states. The two standard methods for finding boson exotics are:
(1) to uncover states with spin parity 0"", 0+", 1"+, 2+", etc.;
(2) to uncover boson states outside of the 1 or 8 representation,
i.e., S = 0, I = 2; S = +1, I * 3/2; and S = +2, I = 1 states.
The suggestion is made to search for such states in a different
manner, not via Ti+n+, n+K+, or K̂ TC1" effective masses since such
exotics may not be coupled to two pseudoscalar mesons but via
the reactions
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K % - A° ( >*
S-+2

n p -• A ( )

s=o
Such missing-mass experiments have the advantage of not being
uniquely dependent on one final state but suffer from large back-
grounds in that one would be summing over all final states. The
advent of multiple particle spectrometers where one would trigger
on the A° or N and then observe the multiply charged final states,
channel by channel, is certainly the ideal method for such in-
vestigation.

The success of the Veneziano formalism, mainly in the the-
oretical rather than the experimental realm, prompts the search
for daughters of known resonant states, which indeed should be
rather numerous. If one considers the p, A», g, sequence, then
the expected set of daughters should be O+"Z(75O MeV), l"+ (1320
MeV), 2 +" (1640 MeV), all exotic, followed by a second set
0++ (1320 MeV), 1 " (1640 MeV), non-exotic, and so on. For the
TT(140), B(1220), AO(1650) sequence, the expected daughters would
be l"(1220 MeV), l++(1650 MeV), and 0 (1650 MeV), all non-exotic.
The only candidate to date is the 1 " p'(1650), mainly coupled to
four pions, reported in the literature and at this Conference.
The question then arises why the p and A2 daughters have not been
observed which have expected lower mass than the p'. The answer,
may be that they are exotic and only non-exotic daughters, if any,
exist. As such one should look for the following states probably
coupled to multipion final states.

I - 1 O** M(1320)5n l " M(1220)4ir

l " M(1640)4TT,2TT I** M(1640)3n

0"+ M(1640)3n

The last topic I wish to discuss is the ramifications of the
surprising new results arising from the studies of pp annihilation
at rest. In essence an experimental comparison of f>p annihilation
into TT n~ and TPTP final status has ruled out S-wnvc capture. This
is due to the fact that the reaction pp •» n°Ti" is not allowed to
proceed from even orbital states from parity and Bose s tat i s t ics
considerations. The experimental result for the rates R i s

R(pp -• TT°7T°) - .15R(pp -» TTV)



which in turn implies
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L odd"*2"
39 + 2Q7

(pp -• 2TT) * -39 + 207..

This is in strong contrast to the conclusion derived from an
analysis of annihilation into the K°K° system where, due to the
non-observance of the mode K°,K°, one is led to

(pp - K°K°)

i.e. essentially all S-wave capture. There are two interesting
related features: first, why is the orbital capture dependent on
the final state, and second, why is it generally true that TT", K"
and Z" are captured at rest from S states while it is different
for p captures. One expects much experimental work in this area
over the coining years.

As far as boson resonances are concerned,, the above results
throw sufficient doubt on S-wave capture for p's that one should
reanalyze the data concerned with resonant properties relaxing
this requirement. In particular, the properties of the C(1240),
E(1420) resonances as observed in pp annihilation at rest should
be re-examined ignoring the initial state and just studying the
decay correlations.

In summary, there are numerous areas requiring further ex-
perimental investigation. These range through the following:

a. Search for exotics and daughters.
b. General investigation of electromagnetic decays of

pseudoscalar and vector mesons.
c. Uncovering of members of 0 + multiplet with special

emphasis on the rPrP final stats. .
d. Search for the isosinglets and doublets (K) for 1 ,

1", 2", 3" multiplets.
e. Study of the systcmatics of A,, A. and Q^, Q,(175O)

bumps as possible new phenomena.
f. A study of the general question of the existence of

higher-mass resonances. In this respect the lack of such evidence
may be due to improper methods of investigation. Instead of just
observing a single recoiling nucleon, it may be more appropriate
to look at multibody final states made up of two clusters of equal
spins.
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high J larse J

n

old I new

P ^^~\ P
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In all these respects the technical advent of multiparticle spectro-
meters (MPS) and Track-Sensitive Targets (TST) for bubble chambers
may indeed be major tools for attaining progress in the study of
the spectra of bosons.
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